
Payload to LEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mD1_UdW4qqQ
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SLS, Saturn-V, Starship
Parameter Space Launch System Saturn-V Starship

Manufacturer NASA Boeing (S-IC)
North American (S-II)
Douglas (S-IVB)

SpaceX

Height, Diameter, 
Mass and Stages

365 ft (111.25m), 27.7 ft (8.4m), 2,90,000 
lb (105 t) maximum and 2 
(Different payloads have SLS mass 
variation)

363.00 ft (110.6m), 33.00 ft 
(10.1m), 6,540,000 lb 
(2,970,000kg) and 2-3

 387 ft (118m), 30 ft (9m), 
11,000,000 lb (5,000,000kg) and 2

Built in the year of 2019 (in the process of completion) 1967 Under development

Launch 2020-21 (Planned) Total 13, first on November 9, 
1967

2020 (Planned)

Function: Super Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle Apollo Lunar Program 
Launcher 

Mars colonization, Earth-Lunar 
Transport, Multiplanetary, 
Interplanetary transport, Orbiter 
Launcher, Space Tourism



This is from “Extreme Machines: Rockets”. THE iconic video depicting the Saturn-V 
(atleast to me). The operal choir music is EPIC.

(Video file also attached)

http://drive.google.com/file/d/14aQSP6qPeeLs87H_EHW7g1aee-h728sc/view


Height comparisons, Vox video



J-1

‘Nuff said.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKtVpvzUF1Y

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKtVpvzUF1Y


“Engineers can do just about anything.” - :)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKbDd2SbJeo
14:18 - 43:51

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKbDd2SbJeo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKbDd2SbJeo


When the rocket ‘talks’ to you. #RocketWhisperer #JimLovell
This is on here because I think it conveys a visceral understanding of the launch. 
(Creaking sounds, humidity, smells, jolts...)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-JdqHxqkHA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-JdqHxqkHA


Vibrations!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKbDd2SbJeo
25:52 - 27:15

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKbDd2SbJeo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKbDd2SbJeo


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVzwf0nS-eE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVzwf0nS-eE


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7VvozsSG23w

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7VvozsSG23w


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqE-ultsWt0

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqE-ultsWt0


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sOpMrVnjYeY
32:27 - 34:15

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sOpMrVnjYeY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sOpMrVnjYeY


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qo78R_yYFA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qo78R_yYFA


Starship (orbital vehicle) - the Raptor engines are Metholox [Screenshot from the 
Starship Update video]



The Raptor Engines - screenshot from the Starship update video



Ibid



THIRTY SEVEN ENGINES! (Aiming for 2x the thrust of a Saturn-V, at a 
thrust-to-weight of 1.5), [Ibid.]



Sea-Dragon - largest rocket ever “fully” conceived (in any detail)

Screenshots from the Wikipedia article for Sea-Dragon
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Sea-Dragon - largest rocket ever “fully” conceived (in any detail)

Screenshots from the Wikipedia article for Sea-Dragon



Project Orion (nuclear propulsion… yes, NUCLEAR 
propulsion. As in blast shockwave propelled...)

Picture from Wikipedia



Wikipedia screenshots
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Wikipedia screenshots (Project Orion)
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Wikipedia screenshots (Project Orion)



...because the safety was not already an impediment…?

Wikipedia screenshots (Project Orion)



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spacecraft_propulsion#Speculative_methods

...and the reference in Wikipedia: 
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/20060000022.pdf

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spacecraft_propulsion#Speculative_methods
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/20060000022.pdf


References:
1. https://www.nasa.gov/audience/forstudents/5-8/features/nasa-knows/what-was-the-saturn-v-58.html 
2. https://www.nasa.gov/audience/forstudents/5-8/features/nasa-knows/what-was-the-saturn-v-58.html

3. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SpaceX_Starship

Some references
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